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Diagnostic & Precision  
tools for all turf professionals

A  NEW  RANGE  OF  PRODUCTS  FOR  THE  ‘TURF NERD’  



ACCU-GAGE II DIGITAL 
 

For ease in checking or setting  
mowers in the field or while units 
are still attached to mowers. 
 
Easy to use. Place under mower with 
indicator head on bedknife and read gage. 
Available in digital only.

CODE: AC-001-11D 

ACCU-GAGE ANALOGUE 
  
The ACCU-GAGE is a precision measuring instrument 
for making highly accurate height-of-cut adjustments 
on greens, tees or fairway mowers. Stainless steel indicator 

head designed to measure 
at cutting edge of bedknife. 

Custom extruded 
aluminium .330 thick & 
hardened surface insures 
rigity and long wear. 

* Image shown with 
handsfree attachment

Adjustments can be made with the gage onthe mower. 
Simply read the gage while turning the adjusting knob.

-

NEW! ROLLER-CHECK 
 

Easy to use tool for checking the rear rollers on 
your mowers are parallel where the rear or front 
roller needs to be made parallel with the reel. 
 
Can be used on a mower while attached to the tractor  
unit, on a lift, or while on a bench.

CODE: AC-40002 (Gage Only) 
CODE: AC-001-18MAC (with Aluminium Case)  
CODE: AC-001-18MAC-HF (with Aluminium Case & Handsfree Attachment) 

*Supplied in  
Aluminium Case
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NEW!

CODE: AC-RC-II 

Handsfree Attachment - Magnetically 
hold the ACCU-GAGE to the mower. After 
gage is in place “push-up” the attachment.  

Protect your ACCU-GAGE, a precision 
tool, in our aluminium carrying case with 
die cut foam for a perfect fit. 



NEW! TURF MICROSCOPE 

Three tools in One!  
1)  25x Microscope   
2)  8x Monocular   
3)  3x Loupe

When the 3x Loupe and the 8x Monocular 
are connected together, they become a  
Powerful 25x Microscope! 

NASTEK TURF GLASSES 
 

CODE: AC-1015 
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SOIL pH AND 
MOISTURE TESTER 
 
Will give you accurate readings 
of the pH in your soil and with the 
press of a button.
 
-  Measures acidity/alkalinity of soil.
-  Measuring range: pH 3-8
-  Accuracy: 0.2 - 0.4 pH.

CODE: AC-40015

Keep your turf healthy BEFORE serious  
problems arise. 
 

TurfSpy™ glasses, with stress detection technology 
developed by NASA, lets you identify problems  
2-10 days before they are visible to your naked eye. 

CODE: UH-NG680-TS 

STIMP METERS 
 
Measure Green Speed using the standarised ball 
roll measurement method.   
 
-  Make accurate measurements of a putting surface speed. 
-  Anodized & Extruded aluminium 
-  Length: Regular - 35cm    Short - 20cm 

CODE: AC-20675 (Regular) CODE: AC-GS101S (Short)

PRISM-GAGE  
 
The PRISM-GAGE is a right angle prism with precision  
measurement lines inscribed on one face of the prism. 

When viewing through the PRISM-GAGE, these graduated lines are superimposed 
on the turf so the viewer may measure the actual height of the turfgrass and thus 
be able to compare it with mower bench settings. The observer may also inspect 
the “quality” of cut by comparing the turf over the viewing plane of the prism.

CODE: AC-PG-01M 

* Supplied in handy Carry Case. 

NEW!

As light enters the 
prism the viewer 
compares the cut 
turf against the 
measurement lines.

This a great tool for any turf professional 
who needs a more detailed view of the 
Health and Quality of their turf.

NEW! Short  
Model - 20cm

Regular Model 
- 35cm



BMS HANDY STAINLESS SAMPLER 19MM 
 

Features 3 windows that make viewing soil stata samples fast & simple. 
 
-  Lightweight stainless steel.                                                -  Plug size: 19 x 250mm deep.

BMS 3 TYNE AERATOR 
 

Ideal for aerating small areas where 
compaction may have occurred.  
 
-  Formed steel flatbar base with tubular    
    steel T handle for easy use.
-  Cores ejected from top of tyne bar.
-  Standard tynes: 3 x 12mm hollow tynes.

BMS SOIL PROBE 
 

Steel blades mean a sample is always 
possible even in difficult conditions. 
 
-  Open sided for viewing soil sample. 
-  Dimensions: 300mm barrel, 300mm  
    extension bar, up to 1m depth. 
-  Probes up to 25mm wide.

BMS SOIL SAMPLER 
 

Adjustable depth gauge allows sam-
ple to double as a 50mm plugger.  
 
-  To be used where penetration can  
     be obtained by hand pressure.  
-  Open side barrel allows inspection  
    of the soil structure before ejection. 

BMS SOIL PROFILER 
 

See exactly what is going on in  
the root zone. 
 
-  Robust enough for almost all turf   
    areas and produces a large sample.  
-  Dimensions: 200 x 100 x 19mm. 

CODE: BMS-AER3T 

CODE: BMS-SS25 

CODE: BMS-SS50 

CODE: BMS-SSPROF 

CODE: BMS-SS19 

BED KNIFE BUDDY 
 

Very quick and easy way to lightly 
“touch up” greensmower bed knives.
 
The unique nylon holding block moves the 
reel out of the way while the replaceable 
file puts a light, clean up edge on the front 
face of the bedknife.

CODE: AC-BED 
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For more information visit or contact us: 
 

A     39-41 Winterton Road,  
        Clayton, VIC 3148 
P     1300 790 890    
E     dge@davidgolf.com.au 
W   www.davidgolf.com.au 
W   www.davidturf.com.au


